WIDE BANDGAP

Figure 5 shows some typical waveforms driving a vertical cavity
surface emitting laser (VCSEL). Figure (5a) shows a single pulse and
Figure (5b) shows a 100 MHz burst of 10 cycles. The VCSEL packag
ing includes a bond wire that adds considerable inductance, which
results in drain waveform ringing and a slower optical output risetime.
Note that the higher impedance due to this inductance and the 10 V
transition result in a tum on time (fall time tf) of less than 300 ps.
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Figure 5: Waveforms driving a vertical cavity surface emitting laser
(VCSEL). Single pulse waveform (a) and 100 MHz burst waveform
(b). Both cases use 2.5 V logic level input and 10V supply with a
VCSEL load. Yellow trace is input (1 Vldiv), red trace is drain voltage
(5 Vldiv) and blue trace is optical receiver output (5 mV/div).
What's next?
There are several other potential applications for the newly developed
IC. A more traditional power electronics use would be a tiny boost
converter for circuits that have only a 5 V supply and which need
an additional higher voltage. In fact, such a converter would be very

useful to develop the laser driver bus voltage in a lidar application.
Another potential application would be a small Class E or EP1 inverter
[5], [6), or converter for tiny wireless power sources. There are many
possibilities and with a 40 V, 10 A logic-controlled power switch
capable of 100 MHz switching, the door to new applications and ideas
is wide open.
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